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A LETTER FROM OUR 
FOUNDER + CEO

Rich grew up in the great city of Chicago, 
Illinois, but has been lucky to call 
Barcelona his home for 20 years.

His studies in Spanish and Russian 
Language and Culture led him on a path 

toward study abroad ever since high 
school. Starting with a summer in St. 

Petersburg, Russia then a semester in 
Madrid, Spain, there is no doubt that his 
study abroad experiences shaped his 

future. He later did an internship in Milan, 
Italy, led student groups through Spain, 
and volunteered in the Philippines. After 

earning his M.A. in Spanish Applied 
Linguistics, Rich taught Spanish History 
and Culture to study abroad students in 

Barcelona.

Since 2002, Rich has organized and 
directed all aspects of study abroad in 
Barcelona. Rich regularly presents at 

International Education conferences on 
various topics and also works as an 

intercultural consultant for executives at 
Multinational companies in Spain.

Rich’s book, a guide for US students 
studying abroad anywhere title: “Like a 

Fish in Water: How to Grow Abroad When 
you Go Abroad” will be published early 

summer 2022

Dear Students, Partners, Colleagues & Friends,

The events surrounding COVID-19 have taught us all valuable lessons in health and 
safety and risk management, as well as the importance of relationships with our 
partners, cross-cultural sharing and understanding. Only by working together can 
we overcome the tremendous challenge of staying safe during  a pandemic and 
ensuring a future for the all-important job that we do. 

Science has shown us that the most effective way to protect ourselves from 
COVID-19 is with the vaccine so we have implemented a policy that as of Fall 2021 
programs, all participants needed to be vaccinated and now,  for any programs that 
begin April 1, 2022 or after, eligible participants are required to have had their 
booster shot as well. This is to do our part to ensure the safety of our students, staff, 
homestay families, onsite partners and the people of Barcelona. 

As International Educators, our role is more important than ever to facilitate 
educational experiences for our students. We are honored and pleased to have 
welcomed students back in numbers that we haven’t seen since early 2020. We 
have been working tirelessly over the last 2 years upgrading protocols, speaking 
with experts, and planning to mitigate risks associated with travel and study in this 
new environment. 

At Barcelona SAE, we are proud to say that we have updated our already robust 
Risk Management Plan with a specific COVID-19 addendum to maximize the safety 
and security of our participants and staff. The addendum has been created with the 
expertise of study abroad professionals and the guidance of US, Spanish and 
Catalan governing bodies. 

We base our COVID Risk Management Plan on several sources including: 
1. Center for Disease Control (CDC)
2. World Health Organization (WHO)
3. US Department of State
4. Spanish Ministry of Health
5. Catalan Health Advisory Council
6. Association of North American University Programs in Spain (APUNE)
7. Guidelines from the Forum on Education Abroad
8. Guidelines from NAFSA: Association of International Educators

As we all know too well, guidelines can change at any moment. We have prepared 
our new protocols with the most updated information available and we are 
committed to closely monitoring new guidelines as they emerge. Our mission is to 
continue to offer a safe and enriching program, while maintaining the essence of a 
Barcelona SAE program: cultural immersion, guided reflection in cultural mentor 
groups, using Barcelona as the classroom, and personalized attention to our 
participants. With this in mind, we have also created new programming to meet 
students’ needs such as our Virtual Internships and Virtual Study Abroad Solutions.

If you have any questions, concerns or doubts, please feel free to talk to me, or 
your Barcelona SAE contact. 

Wish you all the best and a collective strength for optimism towards a brighter 
future that will come soon. 

Rich 

https://www.barcelonasae.com/risk-management/
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/index.html
https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019/advice-for-public
https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/traveladvisories/ea/covid-19-information.html
https://www.mscbs.gob.es/en/home.htm
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/26711058/
https://english.apune.org/
https://forumea.org/
https://www.nafsa.org/
https://www.barcelonasae.com/internship-programs/virtual/
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OVERVIEW

The experience of running successful long-term and 
short-term programs onsite since February of 2021 has taught 
us many valuable lessons. Our participant 2022 numbers are 
back to what they were pre-pandemic. 

We are pleased to share with you the preparations that have 
been developed with the advice of health experts, the Spanish 
Ministry of Health, the Spanish Department of Education, the 
CDC, US University guidelines and several other resources.

Very important note: These preparations have been updated 
as of August, 2022. We KNOW that things might change in the 
coming weeks and months, and therefore everything in this 
guide is subject to change based on the situation at the time 
students are abroad and the guidelines or laws of Barcelona, 
Catalonia, Spain or other governing bodies. 

When we say that “we will do X or Y” it should be noted that it 
may not be the right thing to do at the time and protocols 
might vary depending on the changing situation.
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1.0 PRE-DEPARTURE

1.1 STUDENT AGREEMENTS AND WAIVERS
● The new student agreements have been reviewed with our 

lawyers with the aim to protect us all where possible.
● We are careful to use wording conveying that program 

inclusions and code of conduct may change because of 
COVID.

● We are trying to reduce risks wherever possible but this does 
not mean removing risks.

● Students on both faculty-led and regular programs will need 
to sign this agreement to be allowed on the program. 

1.2 PRE DEPARTURE
● Starting 2 months prior to departure, students will receive 

bi-weekly updates on the current situation in Barcelona and 
Spain related to COVID-19 and the Barcelona SAE website 
will also include the most up-to-date information. 

● We will hold extra pre-departure webinars for students and 
parents to answer all questions as thoroughly as possible. 

● The students’ packing list has been updated with 
suggestions as to the personal responsibility of each student 
to bring hand sanitizer and masks based on the 
recommendations of the CDC and the Spanish Ministry of 
Health at the time.

● We will continue to mandate that students sign up for the 
STEP program through the US consulate.

● We will add advising hours for students, parents and US 
university partners in preparation for extra questions.

● We are constantly in touch with APUNE - The association of 
study abroad programs in Spain - who is in direct contact 
with Spanish consulates for the latest information about visas 
and the paperwork needed for US citizens to enter Spain.

1.3 VACCINE REQUIREMENT
● As of the Fall 2021 semester, Barcelona SAE began requiring 

that all students and faculty participating in our programs be 
vaccinated. The decision was made to offer the best 
protection possible to our program participants, our staff, 
homestays, and the city of Barcelona.
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2.1 GENERAL
● For students and interns on semester-long programs (not 

short-term Faculty-led programs).
● No more than 2 students per room.
● Accommodation in a single room available at an additional cost 

when possible. 

2.1a RESIDENCE HALLS
● We have added more options in residence halls where we know 

their COVID-ready procedures follow the recommendations of 
the Spanish health ministry. Many are audited by outside 
agencies for hygiene and sanitation and include precautions 
such as: 

○ Before check-in rooms are disinfected by an external 
agency

○ Students have a briefing at check-in about health and 
safety protocols

○ Then students have an in-depth orientation about health 
and safety measures

○ Staff are trained in workplace health and safety
● Increased and enhanced cleaning measures in place.
● All students will have the option to pay extra to guarantee an 

individual room, and other students will share a double room, 
when available.  

● Quiet areas for study have been re-organized to meet 
regulations.

2.0 HOUSING

1.0 PRE-DEPARTURE...continued

1.3 VACCINE REQUIREMENT cont...
● Based on an abundance of evidence from around the world 

about the efficacy of the vaccines to help curb the spread of 
COVID-19, Barcelona SAE requires all students to be fully 
vaccinated against COVID-19, and have their booster dose 
for all programs with a start date of April 1, 2022 and beyond 
if they received their latest dose of their COVID-19 vaccine 
more than 270 days prior to arrival in Spain.
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2.1b SHARED APARTMENTS 

● Apartments will have twice monthly cleaning done by an outside 
agency for the common areas. 

● Barcelona SAE will follow local protocol for additional cleaning 
measures (cleaning bathrooms and kitchens with additional 
frequency).

● Guidelines will be given to students on cleaning following the 
CDC’s advice on Disinfecting your Facility and posted in the housing. 

● If a student tests positive for COVID-19 and needs to self-isolate 
based on a Barcelona doctor’s recommendation, the student will 
move to a single room in a different accommodation which may be 
in a hotel or a separate apartment until a medical professional 
deems it possible to return to the original housing. Barcelona SAE 
has coordinated with other housing options in Barcelona where 
students who need to quarantine can stay.

●  As of Nov. 29, 2021, students will need to pay for all costs 
associated with the extra housing. Note: some insurance providers 
offer money to help students pay towards this cost when the 
infection prevents them to travel back home. Our students on 
regular (non customized) programs may receive up to $2000 from 
their medical insurance towards this cost. 

2.0 HOUSING...continued

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/disinfecting-building-facility.html?CDC_AA_refVal=https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prepare/disinfecting-building-facility.html&mc_cid=c888b8b16e&mc_eid=1e65e590cf
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2.1c FAMILIAS (HOMESTAYS) 

● We are only working with homestays where all family members (who are 
eligible to be vaccinated) are fully vaccinated by the time a student 
arrives. 

○ For Fall 2022: All family members 12 and older need to be 
vaccinated. Our program strongly recommends host families to 
vaccinate family members under 12 if they are eligible.

● We will train families and students so that hygiene needs are met. 
● The families will need to make sure there is always enough hand soap 

and disinfecting gel available. 
● Family members will be given instructions about thorough cleaning and 

disinfection of the house before students arrive and will be asked to 
practice frequent cleaning of high-touch surfaces based on the CDC 
guidelines.

● The students would be considered part of the family unit so if a family 
member had to self-isolate by doctor’s recommendation, they could do 
so in their bedroom and the students would be able to stay in the 
apartment. At that point, the students should know that they may not 
receive the home-cooked meals but the family is still responsible for 
providing breakfast and dinner to the students by purchasing it from safe 
and reliable sources. 

● If a student tests positive at the end of their program and is unable to fly, 
we are asking them to stay and quarantine in their same housing in a 
single room and with their own bathroom at the student’s expense if the 
family agrees. If, for some reason, they are not able to stay at the 
homestay, the student will need to pay for all costs  associated with the 
other housing accommodations although we will assist in finding a place.

● As of Nov. 29, 2021, students will need to pay for all costs associated with 
the extra housing. Note: some insurance providers offer money to help 
students pay towards this cost when the infection prevents them to travel 
back home. Our students on regular (non customized) programs may 
receive up to $2000 from their medical insurance towards this cost. 

● Both students and families sign and commit to an agreement with 
homestay family guidelines and rules with COVID precautions.

2.0 HOUSING...continued

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/disinfecting-building-facility.html?CDC_AA_refVal=https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prepare/disinfecting-building-facility.html&mc_cid=c888b8b16e&mc_eid=1e65e590cf
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/disinfecting-building-facility.html?CDC_AA_refVal=https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prepare/disinfecting-building-facility.html&mc_cid=c888b8b16e&mc_eid=1e65e590cf
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2.2 QUARANTINE-FRIENDLY ACCOMMODATION IF SOMEONE 
TESTS POSITIVE AND NEEDS TO SELF-ISOLATE

● If a student tests positive and needs to self-quarantine following a 
doctor’s recommendation, and doesn’t already have a single room 
in a residence hall, or a homestay, we will have single rooms with 
wi-fi access available for the period that the student needs as 
deemed necessary by local doctors. 

● The students will need to pay for all costs associated with the extra 
housing. 

● As of Nov. 29, 2021, students will need to pay for all costs 
associated with the extra housing. Note: some insurance providers 
offer money to help students pay towards this cost when the 
infection prevents them to travel back home. Our students on 
regular (non customized) programs may receive up to $2000 from 
their medical insurance towards this cost. 

● Students will be supplied with all the necessary information about 
food delivery - both groceries and ready-made food to go - which 
are abundant in Barcelona. The student will be responsible for all 
of their food costs even if they are normally in a homestay. 

2.3 SHORT-TERM FACULTY LED PROGRAMS
● We have the possibility of the residence halls or apartments for 

short-term faculty led programs.
● No more than 3 students per room
● With one of our main providers (MH apartments) of shared 

apartments for short-term faculty led, their COVID-related cleaning 
protocols are as follows: 

○ Check-in and check-out are done virtually with no physical 
contact.

○ Increased cleaning frequency of common areas.
○ Liquid gel disinfectant available in all common areas
○ Tenants will be made aware of the suggestions of the 

Spanish Ministry of Health and WHO for stopping the 
spread.

2.0 HOUSING...continued

https://www.mhapartments.com/covid-19
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1. All staff will be trained by a health professional about best 
practices in hygiene.

2. Any staff member who shows symptoms of COVID-19 will 
take the COVID-19 test and stay away from any work activity 
until the results come back negative.

3. Staff will receive paid-time off, according to Spanish law if 
recommended by a doctor.

3.0 BARCELONA SAE STAFF

2.0 HOUSING...continued

2.4 WHAT IF A STUDENT TESTS POSITIVE AT THE END OF A 
PROGRAM AND CANNOT FLY HOME ON THE DEPARTURE 
DATE? (applicable to all programs including Customized 
Faculty-Led Programs)

● If a student tests positive before flying home and has to 
stay past the end date of the program, Barcelona SAE 
will help the student find accommodation, but all costs 
will be the responsibility of the student.  

● Note: some insurance providers offer money to help 
students pay towards this cost. Our students on regular 
(non customized) programs may receive up to $2000 
from their insurance towards this cost.  
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● Program activities will be adapted to follow updated 
guidelines set by the Spanish government and Ministry of 
Health. 

● Wearing the proper face masks will be recommended, 
depending on the type of activity and the Spanish 
government’s recommendations at the time.

● Any excursion with a bus will be done at reduced capacity, if 
required by Spanish health ministry.

● Masks will be obligatory during the entire bus ride.
● Bus companies will have to comply with safety regulations of 

hygiene before and during excursions.
● Excursions and cultural activities that are within Barcelona, 

and in outdoor spaces, including meals, will take preference. 
We see this as a positive and a way for our students to truly 
get to know Barcelona like a local which has always been 
Barcelona SAE’s mission from the very beginning.

● If a student reports severe symptomatology (strong cough, 
fever, breathing difficulties) before an activity, we 
recommend visiting a medical professional, following their 
recommendations and not participating in the activity. In this 
case the price of the activity will not be refunded.

4.0 CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
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● Make-up welcome orientation session will be delivered to 
any students not arriving on the official arrival day. 

● All orientation sessions include main safety measures and 
good hygiene practices recommended at the time, with 
additional focus on the current status of COVID-19. 

● Masks will be required for all participants during the 
Welcome session Orientation. 

5.0 ORIENTATION
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● For our Academic Study Center, Barcelona School for 
International Studies (SIS) at the COACB facilities: 

○ Our program requires wearing a mask in the 
classroom when students are unable to keep a safe 
distance of 1.5 meters (4 feet).

○ In the case where a student  or faculty member is at 
high risk, mask will be required.

○ If a faculty asks students to wear a mask in class, all 
must comply. 

○ If a student has a cold, it is recommended that they 
wear a mask to protect those around them. 

○ If a student has covid symptoms, we recommend that 
the student visits a doctor and follows their 
recommendations.. 

○ If a student tests positive for COVID our program will 
recommend isolation following doctor’s 
recommendation. Student will be required to email 
our health department (health@barcelonasae.com) 
with proof of a positive test. The program will facilitate 
classes online.

○ The entrance to the classes will be organized in a 
staggered way to avoid crowds, or follow the Spanish 
Ministry of Health’s guidelines at the time. 

○ Hand sanitizer stations are are available around the 
classroom space. 

○ Attendance policies will be revised to reflect the 
urgency of staying home when ill..

○ Clases are thoroughly cleaned and sanitized every 
day.

● We work closely with our partner universities and language 
schools in Barcelona to ensure they follow all of the Spanish 
Ministry of Health’s recommendations for schools. 

6.0 ACADEMICS
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● Students who are participating in internships will need to 
follow the guidelines of Spanish authorities about working in 
office environments and Barcelona SAE will work closely with 
our network of Internship providers to ensure safety protocol 
is followed. 

● Students will be able to continue working on their internship 
projects remotely should the need arise. 

7.0 INTERNSHIPS
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● Preventative measures/Isolation:
○ Following the current Spanish Ministry of Health 

regulations, an isolation period is not required for light 
or asymptomatic cases. 

○ We strongly recommend that our students inform us 
when they test positive so we can support them and if 
necessary advise them on how to receive medical 
attention and provide them with emotional support 
and resources. 

○ For students with severe symptomatology (strong 
cough, fever, breathing difficulties) we strongly 
recommend visiting a medical professional and 
following their recommendations.

○ If a student test positive it is recommended that they 
do not participate in any of our cultural activities or 
program meetings, specially if they have severe 
symptomatology (strong cough, fever, breathing 
difficulties).

● Contact management:
○ If someone is deemed to have had “contact” with a 

possible, probable or confirmed case of COVID-19, 
they will be able to continue with normal activity, 
following the normal precautions such as wearing a 
mask, washing hands frequently and maintaining 
social distance. 

○ Hospital Delfos, the hospital Barcelona SAE works 
most closely with conducts all types of COVID tests:

■ Quick tests to confirm or rule out the virus and 
find out if they have had it before. 

■ PCR tests
■ The costs of these tests may or may not be 

covered by the student’s CISI insurance (or 
their home school’s insurance policy. (As of 
August, 2022, testing is only covered by the 
insurance if the student has symptoms; or has 
been a close contact with a positive case, 
otherwise,  the price for a full PCR is around 
100€. This may change depending on the CISI 
future agreements and on the global situation.

8.0 ORGANIZATIONAL 
MEASURES
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.
● Internal measures:

○ In accordance with occupational risk regulations, the 
staff and students will be updated routinely of the 
health recommendations that they must follow as 
mandated by the Spanish Health Ministry.

○ Barcelona SAE staff will have detailed protocols which 
will be drilled and rehearsed in case there are any 
major cases or outbreaks.

○ The staff and students will be provided with the 
necessary hygiene products to be able to follow the 
recommendations set by the CDC and Spanish 
government while at work or class. An adequate 
supply of soap, hydroalcoholic solution and 
disposable tissues will be made available at the 
universities and workplaces. 

○ Students must bring or purchase their own masks, if 
deemed necessary by the Spanish Ministry of Health. 

8.0 ORGANIZATIONAL 
MEASURES...continued
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● Our typical student insurance will still be in place with 
inclusions such as: 

○ Agreement with the private Delfos Hospital
○ 24 hour translators available 
○ Medical evacuation
○ If someone is in the hospital for 6 days or more, the 

insurance pays for a member of the family to come 
stay

○ And much more. Please reach out to 
advising@barcelonasae.com for more specific 
information about what is included in the student 
insurance.

9.0 MEDICAL INSURANCE

mailto:advising@barcelonasae.com
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Since the landscape of travel and education abroad are rapidly 
changing, here are the answers to some FAQs at this moment in 
time but of course they may change based on the situation.

1. What are Barcelona SAE’s specific metrics to cancel a 
program? 

○ If the Spanish government does not allow US citizens 
to enter Spain, even for academic purposes, 
Barcelona SAE would not be allowed to offer an 
in-person program but would work with our university 
partners to find a virtual solution for academic and 
cultural programming. 

○ If the Spanish government forces all US citizens to 
leave Spain, we will facilitate the logistics of returning 
home by working in close contact with the US 
Consulate and sending universities, and we remain 
committed to continuing the academic portion of the 
program online, as well as cultural programming. 

2. What extra precautions will be necessary for students and 
faculty with underlying health conditions?

○ We will remind them of the extra risk inherent with 
traveling with a pre-existing condition at these times 
and that it might be wise to postpone their plans to 
study abroad. 

3. How much will we limit students’ independent travel? 
○ As of August, 2022,  there are no travel restrictions 

within Europe. However, Barcelona SAE can provide 
limited support for students who travel outside of 
excursions included with the program and 
recommends in-country travel.

4. Does Barcelona SAE provide CFAR (Cancel for any reason) 
or IFAR (Interruption for any reason) insurance?

○ No. We recommend that students or universities 
research options for CFAR and IFAR if they are 
interested. 

10.0 FAQs
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VISIT US AT
WWW.BARCELONASAE.COM
TELEPHONE | 800-226-1232

EMAIL | INFO@BARCELONASAE.COM

3  FERRY STREET | STUDIO 2 WEST
EASTHAMPTON, MA 01027

Get Social with #Barcelona_SAE
at www.barcelonasae.com/Social

http://www.barcelonasae.com
mailto:INFO@BARCELONASAE.COM

